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Part I♦ Molecular Graphics Program 
1*1. Introduction
Part I of this thesis describes a molecular graphics 
program, called DISPLAY, which has been under development 
since September of 1984. DISPLAY provides the following 
general capabilities to a scientist studying reactions 
involving combinations of structurally characterized proteins 
and small molecule*
1) Interactive, three dimensional visualization and 
orientation of proteins and small molecules.
2 ) Intermolecular and intramolecular distance calcu­
lations based on the selected orientation of objects.
3) Ability to function with inexpensive display hardware 
and hardcopy plotters.
Visualization is a useful tool when one is trying to 
understand the physical basis for a complex molecule’s 
reactivity. For instance, when studying the interaction of a 
small molecule with a protein, one might postulate a theoretical 
expression for the rate of reaction which depends on spherical 
symmetry of the protein (1). This is obviously an approximation, 
but it is difficult to avoid without more detailed information 
about the steric interaction of the protein and small molecule. 
Furthermore, if the reactants are charged, an asymmetrical 
charge distribution on the large molecule may play an important
1
2role in determining the rate of reaction by electrostatically 
favoring a positional orientation which brings the small 
molecule into contact with the protein reactive site. An x-ray 
structure of the protein is probably not sufficient by itself 
to easily provide information about sterically and electro­
statically likely reactive sites. With three dimensional 
visual information, however, the investigator can much more 
easily suggest important protein reaction site(s) and attempt 
to relate these to a theoretical treatment of reaction rates.
If the theory involves electrostatics, local potentials may 
well need to be computed often to tost proposed reactive 
conformations with the theory. The inter- and intramolecular 
distance calculator in DISPLAY can provide the necessary radii 
from any reaction conformation selected. Without a program 
such as DISPLAY, calculations (especially the intermolecular ones) 
would be extremely tedious to obtain from raw crystallographic 
information, or even orthogonal angstrom coordinates. More 
will be mentioned about suggested applications of DISPLAY in 
section T.3 and Part II of this text.
DISPLAY was written on a VAX 11/780 running under VMS 
operating system and using the C language (2). C was chosen 
over FORTRAN primarily because of its superior control struc­
ture. This enables the progzamer to handle complex concepts 
in a carefully structured and modular fashion. Furthermore,
C and FORTRAN functions (subroutines) can be linked to the 
same executable program. DISPLAY uses FORTRAN routines from 
the System Plot Package (3) to produce metacode plot files
3
which are later translated for output to a Houston Instrument 
HI-PLOT DMP-7 plotter (4). Use of the metacode translator 
will be described in section 1.5.3. Details of the source 
code layout, compilation, and linking of DISPLAY are described
in section I,A.
DISPLAY was written to drive a VT-100 terminal equipped 
with a Solanar Graphics-100 board (5), This has a black and 
white vector graphics emulator with adequate resolution (1225, 
240) to display fairly complex structures. The alpha carbon 
chain and home of cytochrome c form a good stereo view on the 
screen. More complex view are available on the Houston 
plotter, and provisions are made for multicolor plotting.
DISPLAY is primat ily menu driven. The general flow 
followed by the user is to create various entities which may 
he displayed, choose which ones to display, then display and 
orient the objects on the screen. When a good view is obtained, 
the entities are ready for plotting or distance taking. During 
the course of running, DISPLAY uses and creates several input 
and output files. The following sections describe these files 
and how to use DISPLAY.
1.2,1. Input and Output Files
DISPLAY operates with seven types of files!
1) Brookhaven Protein Data Bank Files 
input, any file name
2) Small Molecule Coordinate Files 
input, '''.VTS recommended file name
3) Protein Group Coordinate Files 
input/output, DIS*.VTA
4) Display Command Files 
input/output, DIS *,V T P
5) Distance Group Files 
input/output, DISDIST*.VTD
6) Distance Table Files 
output, DISDOUTO.VTD
I.2, Use of the DISPLAY Program
7) Plot Output Files 
output, IOP*
The meaning of each filo tyre and the *'s will be described 
below.
1.2.1.1. Brookhaven Protein Data Bank Files
Brookhaven Protein Data Bank files contain fixed format 
records describing the structural information of various x-ray 
characterized proteins, Record formats are described in a 
Protein Data Bank Description (6 ). DISPLAY can read many of 
these files and produce protein entity files and display 
command files directly from this information,
1.2.1.2. Small Molecule Coordinate Files
Small molecule coordinate files are created by the user 
with an editor (such as EDT). The * may be any valid VMS 
file name and the .VTS extension is only a standardizing 
recommendation. These files contain lines with a name and 
the angstrom coordinates of each atom in the small molecule.
If published x-ray crystallographic parameters for a molecule 
are available, the information required for the .VTS files 
may bo obtained almost directly from the output of various 
programs available though the x-ray department. More on this 
is described in section 1.5.1. The files must have •carriage 
return’ carriage control as opposed to FORTRAN carriage control 
as output by the x-ray programs. Information on how to 
change file carriage control types is described in section
61.5.2. The editor (DDT) produces carriage^return output files 
unless the input file was FORTRAN carriage control, in which 
case the output of the editor is also FORTRAN carriage control. 
The format of small molecule coordinate lines 1s as follows* 
atom name x, y, z
Free format is us d to make it easy to produce .VTS files with 
an editor. Only the first four characters of the atom^name are 
used, and the comma separators as shown are necessary. Any 
number of spaces may separate items, but the commas should 
come immediately after the x and y angstrom coordinates. Small 
molecule coordinate files contain no connectivity information 
and are used only as input for the distance calculator.
I. 2.1.3. Protein Group Coordinate Files
Protein group coordinate files are similar to small 
molecule coordinate files in that they contain atom identifiers 
and angstrom coordinates with no connectivity information. The 
protein group coordinate files are written by the entity 
creation section of DISPLAY and contain exact copies of the 
ATOM or H 'TATM records read from a Brookhavon Protein Data 
Hank file. There are three classes of protein group coor­
dinate files with the following names* DISHACK*,VTA,
DISS U>F*.VTA and DISPROS*.VTA, where * is a digit 1-9. Fach 
time a display entity is created, the coordinates of various 
groups go into the corresponding .VTA file as follows* atoms 
from selected portions of protein polypeptide backbone go into 
DISBACK*.VTA where * denotes the protein entity number being
7
created. Atoms of selected protein amino acid side chains, 
including the alpha C, go into the corresponding DISSIDK*.VTA 
file. Atoms of selected prosthetic groups, such as a heme, go 
into the corresponding D1SPROS*.VTA file, Protein group 
coordinate files, like small molecule coordinate files, are 
read by the distance calculator.
1,2 .1.4, Display Command Files
Display command files contain the list of display 
commands which produce a picture of an entity with the correct 
connectivity. The various display commands will be described 
in section 1.2.i.2. There are two sets of display command 
filesi DISPROT*.VTP and DISMOLK*.VTP, where * is a digit 1-9. 
The DISPROT*.VTP series contain protein display entities* the 
DISMOLF*.VTP series contain small molecule display entities. 
The entity number, *, of the DISPROT*.VTP files correspond to 
the entity numbers, *, of the protein group coordinate files. 
That is, the DISPROT*.VTP file contains the connectivity 
information of the corresponding DISRACK*.VTA, DISSIDE*,VTA, 
and DISPROS*.VTA files. One or two of the protein group 
coordinate files may be nonexistent, depending on how the 
entity was constructed.
1*2.1,.3. Distance Group Files
Distance group files have the same format as protein 
group coordinate files* they are a collection of Brookhaven 
Protein Data Bank file ATOM or HETATM records. There are two
8distance group files* 1)1 SDIST1 . VTD and DISDIST2»VTD. These 
are created by the distance calculator by copying selected 
records from small molecule coordinate files and protein group 
coordinate files to either DISDIST1.VTD or DISDIST2•VTD• Small 
molecule coordinate records are formatted to match the protein 
group coordinates file records.
t.2 .1 . h . Distance Table riles
Distance table files are produced when the distance 
calculator rends the distance group files and writes tables 
of the distance between each record of coordinates in DISDIST2.VTD 
(containing distance group two) with respect to each atom in 
DISDIST1.VTD (distance group one). This will be discussed 
more in section 1.2.3.3. The distance table file is always 
named DISDOMTO.VTD. If more than one distance calculation is 
performed, new versions of DISDOUTO.VTD are created.
I.2.1.7. Plot Output Files
Plot output files are created when the set plot enable 
display command (spe) is used. All output tv the screen is then 
also routed to mctacodo files IOP*. Furthermore, titles for 
plotted output may be included in the plotter output. This 
will be discussed more in section 1 .2 .3 .2 .
1.2.2. Creating Display Entities
This section describes how to create an entity to be 
displayed. Up to 18 entities may be directly accessed by
9
DISPLAY at one tirnoi DISPROT*.VTP and DISMOLE*.VTP where 
the **s arc digits 1-9. Up to ten of these may be displayed 
top,other and manipulated entirely independently.
I,2.2.1. Creatinp a Protein Entity
Figure 1 shows the menu selections used to begin 
creation of a protein entity. A Brookhaven file name must 
be specified. If the file is nonexistent, an error message 
is displayed and the menu returned. Note that all figures 
of proteins in this text are of oxidized cytochrome c from 
tuna, Brookhaven file CYTCOX.ALB. An output file, DISPROT*.VTP 
must also be specified. Any digit 1-9 may be chosen for *, 
but if the ,VTP file already exists, a new version number 
will be created (overwritten as far as DISPLAY is concerned). 
The user is also prompted for a protein name for the entity. 
This name will be placed in an object command (o) at the 
beginning of the active protein command display file and will 
be used to identify what the DISPROT*,VTP file contains. It 
will also be used to refer to the entity in the the display 
and orient portion of DISPLAY.
Essentially any portion of the protein may be selectively 
included in the ,VTP file to be later displayed. The groups 
within the protein entity are divided into backbones, side 
chains, and prosthetic groups, as the last menu in figure 1 
shows. Figures 2, 3 and A show the menus for creating groups 
of backbone, side chains, and prosthetic groups, respectively. 
For each of these types of group, a protein chain identifier
10
Fi nure 1 t Menu selections use.J to begin creation of 
a protein entity.
1) Set Up
2) Display and Manipulate 
D> Dons
> 1
1) Build Protein Entities (Brookhaven file)
2) Specify Active Display Files 
D) Done
> 1
Enter name of Brookhaven file > cytcox alb 
Protein Files available :
None .
Enter a display file number to use for output 
(enter one digit only, 1 - 9) f 1
Enter name of protein > cyt
1> Backbones
2) Side Chains
3) Prosthetic Groups 
D) Done
>
11
Figure 2 i Menu selections used to create a group of 
protein backbone atoms.
1> Backbone*
2) 8 ide Chain*
3) Prosthetic Groups 
D) Dons
> i
Cntsr ths chain identifier > 0
1) Alpha Carbon Chain 
2 > Peptide Bond Chain
0) Done with frame of Backbones 
> 2
1) Whole Chain
2) Specific Sequence Numbers 
D) Done
> 2
Enter First residue number > 1 
Enter Last residue number > 17
Working
Do you wish to include carbonyl osygens <Y/y • yes) ? n
1) Whole Chain
2) Specific Sequence Numbers 
D) Done
> d
1) Alpha Carbon Chain
2) Peptide Bond Chain
D) Done with frame of Backbones 
> d
1> Backbones
2) Side Chains
3) Prosthetic Groups 
D) Done
>
12
F irp.ur o Monu selections used to create a group of 
protein side chain atoms,
1) Backbones
2) Sid* Chiins
3) Prosthstic Croups
0) Dons
> 2
Enttr ths chain identifier > 0
1) All Typss of Sids Chain 
2 > Spsc ify by Typo 
D> Don# with front of Sido Chains 
> 2
Enter th# rttidut idontifior > LYS
1) Ent i ro Chain
2) Sptcific Sequence Numbsrs 
D) Dons
> 2
Entsr First rssidus numbsr > I 
Entsr Last rssidus nunber > 1?
Working
1) En t i rs Cha in
2) Sptcific Sequence Numbtrs 
D) Dont
> d
1) All Typss of Sids Chain
2) Specify by Type
D) Dont with frans of Sids Chains 
> d
1) Backbones 
2 ) Sids Cha ins
3) Prosthetic Croups 
D> Dons
>
1 3
M ° n u soloctions u s o d to cro.Tto a p, r o u p of 
protoin prosthetic proup atoms,
1> Backbones 
2) Side Cheine 
3> Prosthetic Croups 
D> Dens
> 3
Enter the molecule identifier > 0
I) Select Prosthetic Croup
D> Done with frtme of Prosthetic Croups
> t
Enter prosthetic group identifier > HEM 
Vo r ki n g
1) Select Prosthetic Group
D) Done with freme of Prosthetic Groups
> d
1 ) Backbones
2) Side Cheins
3) Prosthetic Croups 
D) Cone
> d
t> Build Protein Entities (Brookhaven file)
2> Specify Active Displey Piles 
D> Done 
> d
1> Se t Up
2) Displey end Menlpulete 
D) Done
>
must bo specified. For prosthetic groups, this is referred 
to as a molecule identifier. In each case the identifier is 
found in the Brookhaven file and is used to specify a chain 
in proteins with more than one chain, or a molecule in 
structures with more than one conformation.
As indicated in figure 2, backbones can contain the full 
polypeptide chain or just the alpha carbons. Furthermore, any 
portion of those chains may be referenced by a starting and 
end ini* residue number (which may be equal). If alpha carbons 
are specified, a line is drawn between adjacent alpha carbons.
If the peptide bond chain is specified, lines are drawn 
between adjacent N, alpha C, carbonyl C, N, ... atoms. The user 
is also asked if the carbonyl C to carbonyl 0 bonds should be 
included. The difference in complexity of these three ways 
of showing a backbone is i.lustrated for the full backbone 
of cytochrome c and a fragment of the backbone in figures 5,
6 and 7»
Figure 3 shows the 'lections available for side chains.
As indicated, all side chains within a specified range may 
be selected, or only those of a specific type of amino acid.
If a specific amino acid is specified, an identifier must 
be given. These are three letter identifiers readable from the 
Brookhaven file directly or from the Protein Data Bank Descrip­
tion. Side chain drawings include the alpha carbons, but they 
do not connect with adjacent alpha carbons. This must be done 
explicitly with the backbone creator. Samples of various side 
chain selections are shown in figure 8 . A selecton of two or
Figure 5i Topi Stot-po view of tl.o full alpha carbon
chain of cytochrome c.
Bottoms Stereo view of the alpha carbons 1-17 
of cytochromc c.
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Finure 6 i Topi Stereo view of all the polypeptide 
back!) one link arcs in cytochrome c.
Bottoms Stereo view of the polypeptide bond 
linkages for residues 1-17 in
cvtochronio c .

Fipuro 7i Topi
B o 11 o m i
Stereo view of all the polypeptide 
backbone linkap.es and carbonyl 0 's 
in cytochrome c.
Stereo view of the polypeptide bond 
1i n k a p e s and carbonyl 0 * s for 
res id ties 1-17 in cytochrome c.
1 7
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Figure 8 : Top? Storoo view of all tho side chains
For residues 1-65 in cytochrome c.
Bottom: Stereo view of only the aromatic
side chains for residues 1-65 in 
cytochrome c.
I

1 9
morn specific types of side chain in a ranpe o *si ics rnay 
bo specified by repeated use of the appropriate mu selections.
lipure h shows the selection of a prosthetic proup. This 
requires the use of a three letter identifier similar to the 
selection of specific side chains. Figure 9 shoves t tie heme in 
cytochrome o.
In each of the menus in figures 2 , 5 and 9 the option
" Do rv*» with a frame of’ ..." appears. If this is selected (as 
oppos c d to a d ding more t o t h a t p r o u p ) a f r a m e c o m m a n d ( I ) i s 
added to t )i e n j r rent d i s p 1 a y e o m in a n d 1 e b pin g c r <1 11. e < l .
Whenever a frame command occurs, the plotter pen stops I I'niponi i 1 y 
and allows a change of pen colors. After the "Done wit’ a 
frame of ..." option is selected, the* same group creator 
(backbone, side chains, or prosthetic groups) may be chosen 
a pa in and added to. This enable the user to have, for example, 
portions of the backbone in different colors or different 
types of side chain in different colors.
When all the groups have been created in a protein 
entity and the main menu is returned, a final frame command 
(F) and a stop command (S) are added to the protein display 
command file just created. This entity is now complete and 
ready for display.
I.2.2.2. Creating a Small Molecule Entity
Small molecules must be created outside DISPLAY by 
writing a coordinates file and a display command file with an 
editor such as EDT, The small molecu.e coordinates file is
20
F i r u r o 9: Storoo view of tho homo in cytochromo c

described in section I.2.1,2. The display command file 
contains any list of valid display commands (discussed in 
I.2.3.2) with the following conditions. The first lino 
must contain an object command (o) to specify an object name.
The format isi 
o object n a m e
where the o is in column 1 and at least one space separates 
tin? o from the object name, The second command must be a 
window command (W) to specify the bounds of the molecule.
The format ist
W xmin, yitiin, xtnax, ymax, /max, /min
whore the W is in column 1 and at least one space separates 
the W from the first window specification. The first five 
numeric parameters must be separated by a comma immediately 
after the number followed by at least one space, The last 
command must be a stop command (S) with formati 
S
where the S is column l. The display command file should also 
contain one or more frame commands (K) if the plotter pen 
is to stop after drawing the small molecule or any part of 
it. One frame command is usually placed on the line before 
the S command.
The intervening display commands are usually a sequence 
of up pen (u), down pen (d), and move to absolute point 
commands (P) where the parameters of the P command are angstrom 
atomic coordinates. An initial translation or rotation may also 
be specified after the window command and before the pen
22
movement commands to place the small molecule in a desired 
initial orientation. Notes on obtaining atomic coordinates 
from x-ray crysta11 ographic information are p,iven in section 
1*5,1, The display commands are discussed in section 1.2.3,2, 
Once the small molecule display command file is created, 
it must bo copied to one of the files DlSMOLK*.VTP where * is 
a dif»it 1-9. The DISPLAY program can now access the .VTP 
file for display. Note that if the distance calculator is not 
used, a small molecule coordinates file does not need to be 
c r e a t e d .
1.2.3. Displaying and Manipulating Entities
This section describes bow to specify active display 
command files, display and orient them, and how to use the 
distance calculator.
I.2.3.1. Specifying Active Files
The menu selections for specifying active files are shown in 
figure 10. A list of protein display command files appears 
first. The list shows what entity name is associated with 
the file and if it was previously active. At this point, the 
user enters a series of single digits each followed by a 
carriage return to specify the new active files. Only those 
specified will be active. A final carriage return with no 
file number will exit the activation procedure. The method 
of specifying active small molecule display command files is 
exactly analogous.
F i  p u r  q  1 0 : S p e c i f  y i n p a
2 3
c t i v o  f i l e s .
t) Set Up
2) Display and Manipulate 
D) Dona
> 2
1> Display and Orient Views 
2> Specify Active Display Files
3) Determine Distances 
D) Dene 
> 2
Protein Files available :
disprotl vtp containiny hp-41 
dispr o 12 v tp cent a t M a p  Hp-ita 
Sisprot3 vtp conteieiee line
tntsr file numbers for tiles you wish to be active display tiles 
(enter last number only, (return! te step) >
3
Snail Molecule Files available 
None
l) Display and Orient Views
I) Specify Active Display Files
3) Determine Distances 
D) Dene
>
1.2. 3,2. Displaying an*1 'frionti p, Kntities
When tho menu so l action for displaying ontitios is 
oho son, each of the active display command files is inter­
preted and an image produced. The user is then prompted 
for a keyboard display command. The stop command (S) issued 
from the keyboard returns the user to the display and 
mani pul at e menu.
When the entities first, appear, they are all in their 
own windows so the scale.; may not match* After interpreting 
all the display command files, however, DISPLAY sets the 
window o f a 11 d 1 sp1 a y o b j ec t s t o t h at o1 the largest. If a 
clear graphics command (eg) is then issued, followed by an 
implement command (i), all objects will be redrawn to the same 
scale,
figure 11 lists the online help pages which contain brief 
explanations of every display command. This list is obtained 
by typing a help command (h) or when any invalid keyboard 
command is issued. The formats shown indicate how parameters 
are specified in a display command file. Commands issued from 
the keyboard are not given in line format; only the keyword is 
entered, followed by a carriage return. DISPLAY then prompts 
the user for whatever command parameters are needed. Most of 
the keyboard parameter responses have defaults. The default 
values for the object transformation commands are l),Oj default 
parameters for most other commands are usually the current 
value of the parameter.
Most commands have the same effect when issued from the
2 5
l;ip, urc il Online display command help.
Object transforaation coaaands
cC
c?
rR
R?
rgAfl
Rg?
All distances and angles ara relative to tha world coordinatt systaa 
prior to global rotation. All anglas ara in degrees
* aove cantar of notation of object ralativa to its praaant cantar
■ specify absoluta cantar of rotation far activa objact
foraat: C x, y, z
* show cantar of rotation of activa objact
■ rotata objact ralativa to its pratant rotation
* rotata objact an abioluta aaount froa original position 
foraat fi theta.x, theta.y, theta.z
■ show rotation of activa objact
* globally rotata world coordinata ralativa to its prasant rotation
■ globally rotata world coordinata systaa an absoluta aaount 
foraat; Rg theta.x, theta.y, theta.z
Tha 1g ' say ba uppar or lowar casa
* show rotation of activa objact
Mora (y/n) 7 y
t * translate objact ralativa to its prasant position
T » translata objact an absoluta aaount froa original position
foraat T x, u, i
th * ralativa translation using tha crosshairs
If starao viewing is enabled, th works on tha right side view. 
(Valid froa tha seaboard only.)
T? * show translation of activa objact
Mora (y/n) 7 y
Object viewing paraaeter coaaands --
A11 points, vectors and anglas ara relative to tha world coordinata 
systaa prior to global rotation.
E « absoluta sat Eyepoint in world coordinates
foraat. Ex, y, z
E? * show Eyapoint coordinates of activa objact
N ■ sat view plana Noraal vector
foraat; N x, y, z
N? ■ show view plana Noraal vector coordinates of activa objact
U * sat viavi Up vector, default (0, 1, 0)
foraat; U x, y, z
U? * show view Up vector of activa objact
V ■ sat View reference point in world coordinates (default (0, 0, 0)
foraat Vs, y, s
V? ■ show View rafaranca point of activa objact
Mora (y/n) ? y
W ■ sat Window in world coordinates
foraat: W sain, gain, xaax, yaax, zfront (sax), zbaek (sin)
Uh - sat Window using tha crosshairs
If starao viewing is enabled, Wh works on tha right side view.
(Valid free the keyboard only.)
W? * show activa window
vhg * tha viewing pereoeters for all objects ara sat to those of tha 
activa object. This includes the Cyepeint, view plana Noraal 
vector, view Up vector, and Window paraneters
vgi - sat viewing paraaeters to act individually again
Mora (y/n) f y
Display characteristics coaaands -—
sd ■ so*, physical label displacaaant (specified in pixels)
foraat: sd jc.displaceeent .integer y.displacaaant.integer (no coaaa)
si » sat physical line thickening (core positive s coordinate lines are 
thiciened by this nueber of pixels for depth cooing) foraat; si thickening_integer
spd * set plotting disable
spa » set plotting enable
ssd « sat stereo viewing disable
ssa set steroo viewing enable (valid only froe the keyboard)
Mors ly/r.) ? y
si * set physical tolerance (effective resolution)
For exaeple, physical tolerance of 1 gives full resolution because 
lines with endpoints at least one pixel apart are plotted. Physical 
tolerance of 2 gives half resolution of end points, because only line 
endpoints separated by 8 or more pixels are plotted.
swd * set words disable (ignore L coeoands)
sv/e a set words enable (turn on L coeeands)
vp * set viewport for screen. If plotting is enabled, the plotter
viewport parameters art required also.
foreat: vp xain, xeax, yain, yaaxC, x»in_plot, xeax_plot, etc3
vp? « show current viewports
Hore ( y /n) ? y 
Drawing coeeands --
'g * clear graphics screen
cl  - clear text
cl • pen down (valid froa file only)
F * Frsee steps and asks for a title, halts plotter pen
I  ^inplesent all display alterations since the last I ejeaand
i • saae as 1 coaoand
1 * writ# label it specified coordinates (valid froa file only)
« saae as 1 coseand
Requires ‘set tera/nowrip* to operate correctly 
foreat 1 x, y, x, label
o * specify rev? active object
fnraat o «tring
o? 3 3 ist object naees, show active object naae
hore (y/n) ? y
P « relative aeve to point (valid froa file only)
P * absolute oove to point (valid froa fila only)
foreat P x, y, t, lvbel
s * start ovsr froa original fila configuration (valid froa kayboard only)
5 « when issued froe the keyboard, returns to eenu
when issued froe a file, stops file interpretation
t! 8 pen up (valid froe file only)
Hit enter to continue.
keyboard as When executed from a display command file with 
the following exceptions*
1) The pen movement commands have no meaning when issued 
from the keyboard. These include up pen (u), down pen (d), 
pen move relative (p), and pen move to absolute point (IV).
2) The stop command (S) issued from the keyboard returns 
to the DISPLAY menus. S issued from a command display file 
terminates interpretation of that file.
3) The start over command (s) should only be executed 
from the keyboard. This erases all the transformations 
(rotations, translations) executed since the display and 
orient section was first entered and reinterprets the active 
display command files.
6) The frame command (F) has no meaning when executed 
from the keyboard.
5) The crosshair commands (Wh and th) are keyboard 
commands only.
DISPLAY is capable of handling ten named display objects 
at once, completely independently. The object command (o) 
issued from the keyboard is used to specify an 
active object which the transformation commands and viewing 
parameter commands will apply to. The user is prompted for 
an object name. The o? command is used to display the names 
of all defined objects and show which one i3 active. DISPLAY 
assumes one named object per display command file as created 
in section 1.2.2.
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'PIS PI AY' determines the largest window of all entitles 
as specified in the active display command files* and then 
issues a view handle group command (vhg) internally before 
the user gets the viewing command prompt* This sets equal 
all the parameters affecting the vantage point from which an 
object is viewed* These parameters include the perspective 
eyepoint, the view reference point, the view plane normal, 
the view up vector and the window. The window command will 
be described in detail below. If any of the other viewing 
parameters need to be changed, refer to Foley and VanUam for 
a detailed description of their function (71. With the view 
handle group command in effect, any changes made to the viewing 
parameters of the active object are copied to all objects so 
that all are still viewed from the same vantage point relative 
to the world coordinate system, If objects need to be viewed 
on the same screen, but with different viewing parameters, use 
the view handle individual (vhi) command to set individual 
viewing. Use the o command to specify which object's para­
meters need to be changed, then alter the viewing parameters 
as needed. For the rest of this text, it is assumed that vhg 
is in effect.
Figure 12 shows the three dimensional viewing window.
All points in world space (the space of the atom coordinates) 
are projet ted through the eyepoint which is the intersection 
of the lines joining the corners of the three pianos shown.
The points where these projectors intersect the center plane.
I. 2.3*2.1. Object Viewing ...Parameter Commands
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F i g u r e  12 t The three dimensional viewing window 
(view volume). The center plane is the 
view planei the smaller and larger planes 
are the front and hack z-elipping planes, 
respectively.

called the view plane, are mapped onto the phyaleat screen 
coordinates or plotter surface. The first four parameters 
of the window command, xmin, yrnin, xmax, yroax define the 
borders of the view plane. The smaller and larger planes 
are called the front and back clipping planes, respectively.
The last two window parameters, zmax, zrain, specify the locatlo 
of these planes, respectively. Only objects in world space 
which fall in the view volume defined by the front and back 
clipping planes and the projectors from the corners of the 
view plane will appear on the screen or plotter.
The window command may be used to zoom in on a particular 
section of a view, or cut out unwanted visual information.
The Wh command allows the user to use the crosshairs of the 
GRAPHICS-100 screen to define new x and y window parameters.
The front and back clipping planes remain the same. When 
using the Wh command, it is best to query the current window 
with a W? command and remember these values. Then, to return 
from a clipped view, the W command is used with the remembered 
values. Note that, as mentioned in figure 11, the Wh command 
can be used with the right side of a stereo view. Figure 13 
shows a full streo view and a close up window about the heme 
of cytochrome c.
1.2.3.2.2. Object Transformation Commands
In addition to the viewing parameters, each object has 
associated with it orientation parameters which specify a 
translation from the object's originally defined world
F i g u r e  1 3 1 F i rst Paget
Stereo view of cytochrome c alpha 
carbon backbone* cysteine 14, 
cysteine 17, histidine 18, methion*«ne 
80, plus the heme.
Second Paget
Stereo view of the same molecule in 
the same orientation with a zoom in 
on the heme and its attachments to 
the protein chain.


coordinates, followed by a rotation about a center of 
rotation defined in world coordinates* The translation 
is affected by the T and t commands. T performs an absolute 
translation of the object from its original coordinates by 
the specified amounts in world units. The t command performs 
a relative translation, adding the specified world units to 
the current translations in the x, y, and z-directions. An 
important difference between t and T is that the t command 
will relatively translate the objects center of rotation by 
the same amount as the translation.
The th command is also a relative translation, but it is 
performed using the crosshairs. When the th command is 
issued, the crosshairs appear and the user is prompted to 
place their intersection on the point where the center of 
rotation of the active object is to be translated to. This 
is an approximate method only. Furthermore, the th command 
changes only the x and y coordinates of the active object! the 
object remains in the same z-plane. The th command can be used 
with the right hand side of a stereo view.
The center of rotation may also be altered Independently 
from the translation by using the C and c commands. These 
perform an absolute and relative translation of the center of 
rotation, respectively.
Rotation about the object’s center of rotation is specified 
by the R and r commands. These perform absolute and relative 
rrtations, respectively. The user is prompted for rotations 
about the three principal axes. These rotations are performed
Wl MM: '■  i i v . 7 i i : ■ 'is ;■i i i i S : i i ? .  s s i . s , K i , s «  :s / '&i  " ■ i l l ' l l
Optimal view of the synthesized molecule* The disadvantage 
of the current implementation of global rotation is that 
shifting the world coordinates orientation makes judging 
subsequent individual object translations and rotations more 
difficult because the new x, y and z directions must be kept 
in mind. Work is under way to provide global rotation and 
still allow subsequent object translations and rotations to 
be performed relative to the original world coordinate system.
I.2.3.2.3. Display Characteristics Commands
Display characteristics refer to how the given orientation 
and viewport will be presented. Most of the commands are self 
explanatory as seen in figure 11. A few notes are in order, 
however. The set tolerance command (st) is used to reduce 
plotting time for objects which may have too much detail in 
some area. Too much detail is defined as a change in world 
coordinates which is small enough not to produce a change in 
pen pixel position on the screen or plotter greater than or 
equal to some tolerance number of pixels. Normally, a view 
is selected such that this does not occur and the default 
value of the tolerance is one, as described in figure 11. If 
a view with a complex section is being plotted, time may be 
saved by setting the physical tolerance to a value greater 
than one. When this is done, pen movements smaller than the 
tolerance amount art’ not mad1. The distance of a pen move is 
measured from the last position which caused a move. This 
assure# that a curve consisting of a eries of smell increments
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will still be blotted, but With fewer effective increments.
The set physical line thickening command provides depth 
cuing. Lines are thickened by some fraction of the set line 
thickening parameter depending on their location between the 
front and back clipping planes. The thickening is determined 
linearly with z coordinates near the back clipping plane not 
thickened at all, and z coordinates near the front clipping 
plane thickened by the maximum number of pixels.
The set physical label displacement is used to offset 
the starting location of a point label (L command) by some 
number of character spaces so the label does not cover the 
point.
When plotting is enabled with the spe command* the user 
will be prompted for a plot title each time a frame (F) command 
is encountered in the display command file. The title may 
be blank (by typing carriage return) or a character string 
may be entered* This title will later be plotted near the 
top of the plotting surface. Also, the plotter pen will stop 
at these points during plotting and allow the user to change 
pens and decide if the next frame is to be plotted*
The stereo viewing option allows automatic production 
of stereo views. The user is asked if the views are to be 
viewed with a stereo viewer or with crossed eyes. The absolute 
angle separating the views is then specified, with a default 
value of six degrees. The default value is good for most 
views. A separation in centimeters is also requested, with a 
default of 6.5cm for a typical stereo viewer. Larger separations
V ~ 'i/V -V^V-r 'i>" %  ^ &  ■ -Kiv :' >: ; V: - ' "Wv -S .3 * .K:S-: . ‘A- S fc 5 I ■^  -'i; : ,i< > aa : a. * .1 -s .:;. :fS">E ■ . a-aV : * ■ at-*; « .s-ww. .. wv.. » ■.   * -    - ■
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may require a larger angular separation for maximum depth 
perception. The next two parameters are vertical offsets in 
centimeters. Using those offsets, stereo views of more than 
one orientation can easily be presented simultaneously* The 
only difference between stereo views for viewing with the eyes 
and those for viewing with viewers is the sign of the angular 
separation. This change is necessary to view the chirally 
correct molecule* Figure 14 demonstrates this. It is 
advantageous to learn how to view stereo views with the eyes 
because the separation and,therefore, the complexity can be 
increased. It is also useful to view an overhead projection 
of a stereo view.
The viewport command (vp) is used to specify what fractional 
portions of the screen and plotter surfaces are to be used.
The full area is specified when the xmin, xmax and ymin, y.uax 
parameters have the values 0,0, 1.0 and 0.0, 1.0, respectively.
1.2.3.2.4, Drawing Commands
The drawing commands have all been explained previously 
or in figure 11.
1,2.3.3, Distance Calculator
This section describes how to use the distance calculating 
facilities of DISPLAY. Before the distance calculator can be 
used, the display and orient option must be used* This gets 
up an object table and stores the object transformations.
After the display and orient section is stopped (S), the distance
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Figure 16* Top* Stereo view of a chiral molecule
correct for crossed eyes.
Bottom* Stereo view of the same molecule 
correct for a stereo viewer.
Note that if the center to C bond is placed 
with C in back. A, B and D rotate clockwise 
in the chirality intended,
-si
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calculator may be selected. The distance calculator allows 
the user to specify two distance groups and then calculates 
every pair of distances between atoms. The distance groups 
may be intramolecular or intermolecular. A sample group 
selection is shown in figure 15. The distance groups 
selected are a small octahedral complex called 'oct' and the 
LYS 72 side chain of cytochrome c. Protein distance groups 
are specified exactly analogous to protein display entities 
(see section I.2.2.1). Small molecule distance groups are 
specified by giving a small molecule coordinates file name. 
Small molecule coordinates files are explained in section
1.2.1.2. Figure 16 shows a stereo plot of the orientation 
chosen for these entities.
Distance tables are now ready to be output. The tables 
can be sent directly to the distance output file, DISDOUTO.VTD, 
or they may be seen on the screen also. Figure 17 shows the 
distance tables produced by the selected distance groups. Note 
that one table is produced for each atom in the second group. 
Therefore, the second distance group is usually specified as 
the smaller of the two groups, typically a small molecule.
The minimum distance in each table is also indicated.
The tables include the residue name,chain or molecule 
identifier, and atom name for each atom of protein groups.
The small molecule groups contain similar information with 
the first three letters of the object name replacing th* 
residue name, a capital S replacing the molecule Identifier, 
and the atom names coming from the small molecule coordinates
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Figure 15 * Distance group selection.
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3 ) Ostormina Distances 
D> Dona
> 3
1) Saiaot Distanea Croups
2) Distanea Groups Alraady lalactad 
D) Dons
> 1
Protoin Pi availabia :
disprotl.vtp oontaininf hp-4S 
disprota vtp oontaininf hp-48a 
disprota.vtp oontaininf homo 
di sprat 4. vtp eontaininf aythana 
disprotSvtp oontaininf aytlys72
Small Hoiacula  f i l o s  a v a i l a b l a  :
dismolat.stp eontaininf window 
disnolaS vtp oontaininf ohiral 
disneleS.vtp oontaininf As 
disnolaS.vtp oontaininf oet
Specify Entity 1
Is entity 1 a protsin or a snail noiaouio <p/s> t p
Intar tha lila nunbar in whioh antity 1 rasidts > 8
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I) Sida Chain 
l> Prosthat io Group
> a
tntar tha ohain idantifiar > 0
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t> Spoolfy by Typo
0) Dona with §roop of Sida Chains
> l
1> Snt1ro Chain
2> Spoolfio Sofuonoo Numbsrs
D) Dona
> a
intar first ratiduo nunbar >71 
Sntar Last rosiduo numbsr >72
Wsykinf .
I> Sntiro Chain 
21 Spaoifio Sofuonoo Numbsrs 
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> d
l) Ail Types of Sid* Chain 
2> Specify by Type 
0) Dana with group af Side Chains 
> d
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is entity 2 a protein or a snail molecule (p/s) f s 
Invar the fila number in which entity 2 resides > a 
Sntar nans af Small Molecule file > ru.vts 
Working , . •
1) Output to Screen and file
2) Output to file only
Figure 16t Stereo view of an orientation of the alpha
carbon backbone, LYS 72 portions of cytochrome 
with an octahedral small molecule. This is 
the orientation used for the distance output 
of figure 17.
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Figure 17* Distance tables for the distance groups 
selected in figure 15 with the orientation 
shown in figure 16.
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file. The last three columns of numbers contain the trans­
formed locations in world coordinates of each atom. The first 
column of number specifies the distance between that group 1 
atom and the group 2 atom at the top of the table. The trans"* 
formed coordinates can be useful in creating molecules from 
individual pieces of cyrstallographic structure, More on 
this i3 discussed in section 1.3,1.
1 .3 . Example Uses of DISPLAY
The following are some possible ways to use DISPLAY. 
Sections 1*3.1 to 1.3.3 describe some techniques used to draw 
some pictures for a research proposal put forth by Sten Wallin 
of Dr. Robert Scott’s group here at the University of Illinois. 
Part of Sten Wallin's research involves amide attachment of 
a pentaammine (isonicotinate) ruthenium (II) complex to 
terminal lysine nitrogens in cytochrome c. He then plans to 
study the rate of intramolecular electron transfer between the 
heme Fe and Ru centers.
1.3.1. Small Molecule Assembly
To produce a small molecule display entity for the Ru 
complex described above, the crystal structure for isonicotlnic 
acid was obtained (8 ) and run through an x-ray department 
program to obtain angstrom coordinates. The x-ray programs ate 
discussed in section 1.5.1. Figure 18 shows the small molecule 
coordinates file and display command files which were created 
from the information provided by the x-ray department programs. 
Figure 19 shows the .VTS and .VTP files entered for a general 
octahedral complex with equal metal to ligand bond lengths of 
2.0 angstroms. Displaying these results in figure 20. The 
x-ray programs produce coordinates for isonicotinc acid which 
place the molecular plane in the xy-plane. This can be verified
42
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Figure 18* Topi Small molecule coordinates file for
isonicotinic acid.
Bottomi Display command file for isonicotinic 
acid.
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Figure 19i Top* Small molecule coordinates file for a
symmetrical octahedral complex,
Bottom* Display command file for the above 
complex,
Ru 0 0 0 , 0 0 0, 0 00
A 2 0 0 , 0 .0 0 , 0 . 0 0
a -2 0 0 , e.oo, 0 00
c 0 .0 0 , 2 .0 0, 0 00
0 0 0 0 , - 2 0 0 , 0 . 0 0
E 0 .0 0 , 0 0 0, - 2 00
r 0 0 0 , 0 .0 0, 2 . 0 0
e fty
V
y
-5 0, -5 0, 5 0, SO
a
4
2 00 , 0.00, 0.00
f
y
•2.00, 0 00, 0 00
t
4
0.00, 2.00, 0 00
f
y
0.00, -2.00, 0.00
f
4
0.00, 0 00, -2 . 00
t
r
s
0.00, 0.00, 2 00
Figure? 20 i Isonicotinic acid and Ru complex displayed 
in their oriBin«n 1 positions.
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by rotating the object named 'in' to find that a 90 degree 
rotation about the x or y-axis will make the molecule appear 
as a straight line, since it is then viewed edge on. The 
center of rotation of the Hu complex is the Hu atom which is 
located at the origin. Making sure 'Hu' is the active object 
(using the o command), an absolute translation of 2 . 0 angstroms 
in the x direction will leave the center of rotation at the 
origin and place one of the Hu ligands at the origin. This 
is shown is figure 21. Following this with a relative trans­
lation to the coordinates of the isonicotinic acid N1 (which 
is to be coordinated to the Hu) we obtain figure 22. The 
center of rotaton for the 'Ru' is now at the intermolecular 
joint, kith a series of relative rotations about the z-axis» 
the C7-C4-Nl-Ru-B atoms are made almost collinear, shown in 
figure 23. The Ru molecule is now rotated about the x-axis 
by 45 degrees to place the plane of the isonicotinic acid 
between the other Ru ligands. Stereo views of the resulting 
orientations are shown in figure 24. Since the isonicotinic 
acid has not moved, we can use the distance calculator to 
locate the Ru complex atoms relative to the original acid 
coordinates. Exiting the display section (S) and choosing 
the acid as distance group 2 and the Ru complex as group 1, 
we obtain the distance table in figure 25, This is the first 
table in the output file DISD0UT0.VTD and it contains the 
coordinates of each atom in the Ru complex. This information 
is used to edit a new small molecule coordinates file and a 
new display command file as shown in figure 26.
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Figure 21i Acid and Ru complex displayed with the Ru
complex translated 2 . 0 angstroms in the x 
direction.
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Figure 22 t Acid and Ru complex displayed with the Ru 
complex subsequently translated to the N1 
coordinates of the acid,

Figure 23* Acid and Hu complex displayed with the Ru 
complex rotated about the joint at acid N1 
to make C7-C4-Nl-Ru-B collinear.
4 9
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Figure 241 Stereo view of the acid and Hu complex with
the Hu complex subsequently rotated 45 degrees 
about the x-axis.
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u r e 2 5 * First distance table showing the coordinates 
of the Hu complex relative to the untranslated 
a c i d .
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Figure 26i First page*
A new small molecule coordinates file 
for the Ru - isonicotinate.
Second page*
A new display command file for the 
Ru - isonicotinate,
t
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1.3.2. Small Molecule Attachment
Using the files created in 1.3.1, we can now display and 
orient the Ru - isonicotinate complex with cytochrome c.
DISPLAY is used to create a protein entity (see section 1.2.2•1) 
containing the alpha carbon backbone, lysine 72 side chain, 
and the heme prosthetic group. This is then displayed together 
with the Ru complex and the following operations performed! 
first an absolute translation of the Ru complex by the negatives 
of the coordinates of 01 which will be the attachment point.
This keeps the center of rotation at the origin while translating 
01 to the origin. Now a relative translation of the Ru complex 
by the coordinates of LYS 72 NZ as read from the Brookhaven 
file places 01 at the point of attachment. However, the 
cytochrome c has been translated from its original coordinates 
already by DISPLAY to place its center of rotation at the world 
coordinate system origin. The Ru complex must now be translated 
by this same relative amount. The translation is obtained by 
using the o command to activate *cyt• and then using the t? 
command to query the protein * s translation. The Ru complex is 
then made active again and a t command executed with the 
values obtained above. The results of these manipulations is 
shown in figure 27.
These manipulations have assumed the C7 to 01 bond length 
stays the same when 01 becomes HZ of lysine 72. This approxi­
mation is not unreasonable for visual purposes* The Ru complex 
may now be oriented into a sterically likely position. This
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Figure 27* Stereo view of the Ru - isonicotinate complex
attached to the terminal N of LYS 72 in 
cytochrome c.

is best done by viewing in throe dimensions on the screen 
and experimenting with various angles about the attachment 
point. When a likely orientation is achieved, a global 
rotation may be applied to see the whole marromolerulo from 
a different angle, The result of such manipulations is 
shown in figure 28.
1.3.3, Intermolecular and Intramolecular Distance Calculations 
The example developed above may now be used to determine
various distances by following the method of section 1.2.3.i .  
Distance1 of interest may include the Hu - Fe distance, or 
Hu to lysine terminal N distances. A range of likely radii 
may be determined by trying different orientations which 
seem to be visually probable conformations.
1.3.4. bine of Sight Information
An interesting question to ask would be wbat aromatic 
side chains are along the linear path from Hu to Ke. Such 
information is easily obtainable by creating a protein entity 
with only a backbone and aromatic side chains and then orient­
ing the whole complex so the Ru - Fe line is nlighty skewed 
from the viewer’s z-axis. This type of information would be 
extremely tedious to obtain from pure crystallographic 
information,
The necessary orientation is achieved by first attschltig
the Ru complex to the cytochrome lysine 72 as above, but 
with no global rotation applied. Then both the cytochrome
Fip.ute 28 i Stoj'oo view of the Hu - isonicotinate complex
atta* hod to the terminal N of LYS 
cytochrome c and oriented into a 
morn likely position.
72 in
statically

entity and Re complex are relatively translated by the nega­
tives of the original translation applied to the cytochrome 
entity by DISPLAY. Now both are again relatively translated 
by the negatives of the Fe coordinates as read from the 
Brookhaven file. This places the Fe at the world coordin­
ates origin. A global rotation is then applied to put the 
Ru at a positive si-coordinate, slightly skewed from the z-axis 
A helpful thing to note about the example developed 
above is that the rotations and translations applied to the 
original Ru complex may be incorporated into the display 
command file for the Ru - isconicotinate. This will auto­
matically orient tin* Ru complex to LYS 72 each time it is 
displayed with that particualr protein entity.
X>'4» Source Code Layout
DISPLAY is organized into 20 source modules located 
on the SCS VAX at SYS$USERs[334003.3D]*.C, Each source file 
has a comment header with a brief description of the contents 
of that module. In addition* individual functions are 
internally commented where appropriate. Long function names 
and long variable names are used to augment the self com­
menting nature of the C language. The source code is 
generally organized into three levels of operations
1) Basic graphics
2) Command interpreter and file interpreter
3) File creator and menus
The lowest level, basic graphics, is located in the 
following filess 
MATRIX.C 
VTGRAF.C 
VTSET.C 
VTTYPE.C 
VTDECL.C 
VTXTRN.C 
VDEFN. C
Files VTDECL.C and VTXTRN.C contain global variables used by 
the graphics routines. VTDEFN.C contains definitions which 
may be changed if certain default values or device dependent
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values are to be changed*
The next level contains £unctionA'^ whin'h..:;interpret display 
command files and call the basic graphics functions* The 
modules containing these functions arct 
DISPDRAW.C 
DISPF.XEC • C 
DISP1HIT.C 
DISPINP,C 
DISPMOVE.C 
DISPVIEW.C 
DISPDECL.C 
DISPXTRH * C 
DISPDEFN•C 
EXECXTRN•C
The highest level contains the functions which read a 
Rrookhaven file and create display command files. They 
also specify active files, do distance calculatlonst and 
and present all menus* The modules containing these 
functions ares 
DISPLAY * C 
DISPRESI* C 
DISPMANI* C
1,4*1. Device Independence
The definition file contains most of the character* 
istica of the particular physical device used (the Selanat 
Graphics - 100 board). Xf the definition file is changed*
the source modules using the changed definitions can he 
recompiled to operate with the new values. Most of the 
graphics code is device independent with the following 
functions being exceptionst
In VTGRAF.C -
1) vt^on ()
2) vf_on_text ()
3) vt_off ()
4) vt^clr ()
5) vt^move^physleal ()
6) vt^draw^physteal ()
7) vt^hair (>
With modifications of the definition filet VTDEFN.C* and 
changes to these seven functions, the DISPLAY program can 
be recompiled for use with another physical viewing device 
Also* if ported to another computer» the system must have 
an equivalent to the System Plot Package (3) to produce 
metacode for separate hardcopy plotting. Subroutine calls 
to the System Plot Package occur in functions 1, 3, 5, 6 
listed above and in the vt^plot^frams () function also in 
VTGRAF.C, and in function write_label () in DISPDRAW.C. 
These must be changed if DISPLAY is transported to another 
system.
I.4.2* Symbol Definitions for Compiling
Various symbols are 'efined in the file $YS$U$ERt 
[344003]LOGIN.COM. The symbols at the end of this file
starting with cc* allow easy recompilation and relinking 
of a specific module at a time. The symbols submit com­
piling command files and linking command files to the batch 
processor* The command files generally have the same name 
the *C tile but with a .COM extension*
I.4.3. Utility Symbol Definitions
SY$$USERi[344003]LOGIN*COM contains the following 
utility symbolsi
cv to delete all DIS*.VT* files used by DISPLAY 
cp to delete all IOP* plot files 
cl to delete all .LOG files from batch compiling 
me to invoke the metacode translator
I.5. Miscellaneous Notes
This section contains pieces of useful Information 
about the VAX and other items related to DISPLAY.
1.5.1. X-ray Department Programs
As mentioned before, programs are available to convert 
published crystallographic structural data into angstrom 
coordinates. Typing fSYS$SYSvJVtCEt[XRAYIXSYMBOLS will 
define the correct symbols to run x-ray programs. Contact 
somebody in the x-ray department for information on how to 
use the programs. Sample .ATM and ,INS files, which the 
user edits with structural Information input to the x-ray 
programs, are available in SYSIUSERi[354003.XRAY]. An 
example .FAX output file with angstrom coordinates for 
isonicotinic acid is also located in that directofy>
1.5.2. Changing From FORTRAN Carriage Control
Files output from the x-ray programs (e.g. SYS$USERi 
[334003.XRAY]ISOHIC.FAX) may be edited into small molecule 
coordinates files. However, after this is done, the 
carriage control attribute of the file must be changed from 
FORTRAH to carriage_return. To do this perform the following 
proceduret
$ ANALYZE/RMS/FDL FILENAME.EXT
$ EDIT/FDL/FILENAME (no extension)
choose the Modify option
choose the Record attributes option
choose carriage control attribute
type "carriage" when prompted for the new attribute 
exit to the main menu and type "exit"
$ CONVERT/CREATE/FDL*FILBNAME FILENAME.EXT FILENAME.EXT
1.5*3. The Metacode Translator
The metacode translator can be invoked properly for 
the Houston plotter by typing symbol me (described in 1.4.3). 
The metacode translator will interpret the most recently 
created (highest version number) metacode files (I0P*) and 
selectively allow plotting of metacode frames. Frames as 
used by DISPLAY' are described in section 1.2.2.1 *
1.5.4. Brookhaven Files
Information on Brookhaven Protein Data Bank files nay 
be tracked down through George Phillips at the University of 
Illinois,
1.5.5. Suggested Improvements and Known Bugs
As mentioned in I.2.3.2.2* it would be nice if global 
rotations could be implemented» but still allow additional 
local rotations to be applied relative to a coordinate system 
w ith  th e xy~plan e being th a t of th e  screen w ith  the s - a x i s  
com ing forw a rd  t o  th e  v ie w e r . Much o f  th e  cod e  f o r  t h i s  waa
added to function rotate () In file DISPMOVE.C. Since it 
was not eat ireiy compl#ted by this writing* it has been 
commented out for now, Future work to implement this 
feature should be minimal. Notes on rotation transformations 
are available in Terry Coley's notes in the Scott group*
The comma separating parameters in commands such as the 
move to absolute point command (P) shoutd not be necessary/ 
Future work should modify the format strings in the scanf () 
functions invoked in the file interpreting functions*
At present, the line thickening (depth cueing) is 
determined by the line segment e dpoint of hig.iest viewing 
z coordinate* Thus, a line parallel to the viewing z-axia 
connected to a line parallel to the x or y-axis may give a 
corner with grossly mismatched thicknesses. A method of 
making the thickness at both ends of a line segment propor­
tional to their corresponding z viewing coordinate should be 
developed* This involves modifying function vt^draw^physical () 
and will not be time eomsuming*
One irregularity is known in the DISPLAY program at this 
timet DISPLAY prints an error message when reading the "Whole 
Chain*9 option of the side chain creator* This is due to the 
TER record and should not cause problems. See (6) for a 
description of the TER record*
Part II. Notes on the Ionic Strength Dependence of
Cytoehrome*c Redox Reactions with Small Molecules
Data has recently become available, through the work of 
James Schwartz in Dr, Robert Scott’s group at the Uniyeristy 
of Illinois, for testing theories attempting to describe the 
ionic strength dependence of cytochrome c redox reactions 
with small molecules. Included in the data are rates of 
reactions with neutral iron complexes. Several theories 
have been put forth previously (1, 8 among others), Many 
make approximations which treat cytochrome c as a uniformly 
charged sphere of some effective radius. An attempt will not 
be made here to put forth a comparable theory. Rather, some 
possibly salient points will be made about what factors may 
be involved in a comprehensive theory. Notes on how the 
DISPIAY program may be used to help develop such a theory 
will be suggested.
The first point to make is that a general theory may 
require two parts. The first, which has been treated more 
extensively, is the long range effect of two charged particles 
in a dielectric medium. Wcrk terms are computed and their 
contribution to the reaction rate estimated. The second part 
would include a short range effect where the dielectric 
medium may become inhomogeneous. For example a charged 
lysine may contributa to a long range charge effect, but have
less effect in the short range if it is located far from 
the reactive site with a lot of protein bulk in between.
In the short range a group of charged residues may create 
a potential welt which directs the small molecule toward a 
reactive site. Such a possibility might be explored with the 
DISPLAY program by choosing a possible reaction site and 
using the distance calculator to obtain the positional and 
radial information to calculate a potential field. Such a 
local potential field would need to include a dielectric 
effect, which is ionic strength dependent, affecting the 
magnitude of the field.
Approximations of the dipole moment in cytochrome e 
have been made (10) and it has been suggested that the dipole
helps orient the protein toward its approaching redox partner 
with an orientation favorable to reaction* Thu% a statistical 
orientation factot weighted by the effect of a dipole act m g  
through a dielectric medium might be included* For a neutral 
partner, such a factor would reduce to a probability based 
solely on the percent of protein surface area which is reactive* 
The dipole orientation may be a good starting point for 
locating a small molecule using the DISPLAY program* The 
small molecule could then be visually oriented to bring it 
close to the protein while minimizing steric interactions.
Then a potential field could be calculated for that ama, 
possibly with an ionic strength dependent dielectric effect* 
fbe expected hydrophobicity of the eite could suggest
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be hard to quantify.
One last consideration (which may or may not be applic­
able to Jim Schwartz's data) is the possibility of protein 
conformational changes induced by changes in ionic strength 
in solution. Such changes have been observed in certain 
systems (11) and other papers have more fully explored changes 
in redox potential with conformation in other proteins, such 
as cytochrome P-450(12) and ferric myoglobin hydroxide (13, 16). 
Changes in redox potential should have an effect on the rate 
of reaction and would be considered an indirect ionic strength 
dependence. Such conformational considerations would 
considerably complicate the theory.
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